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Binned Analysis Use case
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Unbinned fit use case
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end- to- end optimization
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color legend:
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 for
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awkward, vectorRucio
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zfit or RooFit

a different fitting service

production system

cabinetry

pyhf.contrib

REANA

awkward with autodiff

To expand what Lindsey said, in addition to the "user interface DAG" (what the user interacts with) 
and the "libraries DAG" (what software does the heavy lifting), this all compiles down to a "facilities 
DAG" (what services the facility offers as a service to get this done). --- Brian Bockleman

Analysis 
Facility

e.g. the top- level optimization in
neos / INFERNO.  This could be a 

simple gradient descent type 
algorithm or something smarter.

neos

MadGraph/pythia

What is an analysis facility? Is 
it a single thing, or a 
collection of facilities that we 
invoke different functionality 
on

MadGraph

Delphes

MadSpin

Pythia

Powheg

Sherpa

Geant

Geant4

MadGraph/pythia MadMiner parameter 
scan optimization

MadMiner ML MadMiner Stats

Analysis Grand 
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REANA- like workflow system that works with new style analysis systems

pyhf (pallets)

fitting service

1. Can be containerized 
for reproducibility
2. Can be provided as a 
service

alternate color coding semantics / 
annotations for other purposes:

- ideal for GPU / HPC / HTC / Cloud
- ideal for REANA, FuncX, JupyterHub, 

ServiceX/Skyhook


